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This study delves into the curious relationship between dairy consumption and political
preferences by exploring the connection between cottage cheese consumption and votes for
the Democrat presidential candidate in the state of Arkansas. Leveraging data from the
USDA  and  MIT  Election  Data  and  Science  Lab,  in  conjunction  with  the  Harvard
Dataverse,  we  scrutinized  voting  patterns  from 1990  to  2020.  Our  findings  suggest  a
remarkably  strong  correlation,  with  a  correlation  coefficient  of  0.8216258  and  a
statistically significant p-value of less than 0.05. These results indicate a potential link
between the consumption of curdled dairy products and electoral inclinations, paving the
whey for further exploration into the intersection of gastronomy and governance.

When it comes to politics, the correlation between
dietary habits and voting behavior may not be the
first thing that comes to mind. However, as the old
adage goes, "you are what you eat,"  and it seems
that your political leanings might also be influenced
by what you choose to consume. In this study, we
aim to  explore  the  rather  unexpected  relationship
between  the  consumption  of  cottage  cheese  and
votes for the Democrat presidential candidate in the
state  of  Arkansas.  Who  would  have  thought  that
dairy  products  could  be  so  politically  inclined?
We'll  certainly  explore  this  topic  with  great
“cheddar”  and  delve  into  the  “whey”  of  this
intriguing phenomenon.

While research into the intersection of gastronomy
and  governance  may  seem  unconventional,  it  is
crucial  to  consider  the potential  impact  of dietary
habits  on  political  decision-making.  After  all,  as
citizens head to the polls, they bring with them not
just their political convictions, but also their dietary
proclivities.  Whether  it’s  cheesy  puns  or  straight-
laced statistical analysis, there's no denying that this

topic  is  certainly  not  "brie-lliant"  but  also  a
fascinating avenue for exploration.

As we embark on this research journey, we aim to
unravel  the  potential  link  between  cottage  cheese
consumption and voting patterns with the “grate”est
precision.  By  leveraging  data  from  reputable
sources such as the USDA and MIT Election Data
and Science Lab, in conjunction with the Harvard
Dataverse,  we  seek  to  bring  a  “gouda”  blend  of
empirical rigor and statistical analysis to this rather
unusual subject matter.

With the political landscape constantly evolving, it
is  essential  to  “milk”  every  possible  avenue  for
understanding voter behavior.  The findings of this
study  may  have  far-reaching  implications,
potentially  shedding  light  on  the  hitherto
unexplored influence of dairy products on political
preferences. So, grab a spoonful of cottage cheese,
or  perhaps  a  slice  of  cheese  for  those  lactose
intolerant, and let's delve into the “wheys” of this
intriguing  relationship  between  curds  and
Democrats in the state of Arkansas.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The prevailing literature on the intersection between
dairy  consumption  and political  behavior  offers  a
mix of traditional scholarly inquiry and a sprinkle of
whimsy that  is  befitting  of  such a  peculiar  topic.
Smith  et  al.  (2015)  examined  the  relationship
between cheese consumption and civic engagement,
finding that individuals who consumed more cheese
showed  greater  participation  in  political  events.
While  their  study  did  not  specifically  focus  on
cottage  cheese,  it  lays  a  foundation  for
understanding the potential impact of dairy products
on political inclinations.

Doe  and  Jones  (2018)  delved  into  the  societal
implications  of  dairy  preferences,  uncovering  a
nuanced  connection  between  milk-based  products
and social affiliations. Their findings hinted at the
possibility  of  dairy  choices  influencing  broader
sociopolitical  leanings,  albeit  without  explicitly
delving into the specific political party preferences
associated with cottage cheese consumption.

As we move closer to the crux of our investigation,
it is imperative to consider the broader cultural and
literary  discourse  surrounding  dairy  products  and
their  potential  influence on political  predilections.
In  "Milk  and  the  Political  Sphere"  by  A.  Dairy
(2017), the author explores the historical symbolism
of  dairy  products  in  political  movements,
emphasizing  the  societal  significance  of  milk  and
cheese  throughout  the  annals  of  governance.
Though  not  explicitly  focused  on  cottage  cheese,
the  thematic  exploration  provides  an  insightful
backdrop for our endeavors.

Turning  to  the  fictional  realm,  "Curds  and
Conspiracies"  by  Brie  Tanner  (2019)  offers  a
whimsical perspective on the clandestine world of
dairy intrigue, weaving a tale of political subterfuge
involving,  unsurprisingly,  cottage  cheese  as  a
central  plot  device.  While  certainly  a  work  of
fiction,  the  novel  inadvertently  underscores  the
intrigue  and  mystery  surrounding  the  potential
influence of cottage cheese on political proclivities.

On  a  lighter  note,  several  children's  shows  and
cartoons  have  subtly  depicted  the  intersection  of
dairy products and political preferences. "The Case
of  the  Missing  Cottage  Cheese"  in  the  animated
series "Curd Detectives" and the recurring motif of
cottage cheese in "Moo-tropolis: Dairy Dynamics"
serve  as  lighthearted  yet  surprisingly  relevant
cultural  representations  of  the  potential  link
between dairy consumption and political  leanings.
While these may not directly contribute to empirical
research, they certainly add an element of levity to
our exploration.

With  the  chorus  of  scholarly  works,  literary
musings, and cultural representations echoing in the
background, we find ourselves standing at the cusp
of  a  rather  "cheesy"  yet  undeniably  intriguing
confluence of gastronomy and governance. As we
plunge into the empirical terrain, it becomes evident
that  our  inquiry  into  the  curious  relationship
between cottage cheese consumption and votes for
the Democrat presidential candidate in Arkansas is
both  unprecedented  and  ripe  with  potential  for
unexpected discoveries.

METHODOLOGY

Data Collection:

Our research team has meticulously collected data
from various sources, with a key emphasis on the
USDA and MIT Election Data and Science Lab, and
the  Harvard  Dataverse.  We  aimed  for  a
comprehensive  data  collection  process,  embracing
the  spirit  of  “grate”  scholarship  in  the  pursuit  of
uncovering  the  potential  relationship  between
cottage cheese consumption and voting patterns in
Arkansas. The data spanned from 1990 to 2020 to
ensure a thorough analysis of the electoral dynamics
in the state and the concomitant dairy consumption
trends.

Cottage Cheese Consumption Measurement:

To  determine  the  levels  of  cottage  cheese
consumption,  our  team delved  into  the  depths  of
online  grocery  sales  records,  market  research
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reports, and even the occasional foray into obscure
dairy  forums—anything  for  the  pursuit  of  cheesy
enlightenment. The data collection process involved
meticulously scouring through consumer purchasing
habits, industry reports, and any mention of curdled
dairy products, leaving no dairy aisle unturned. 

Voting Data Acquisition:

The  voting  data  for  the  Democrat  presidential
candidate in Arkansas was obtained from the MIT
Election Data and Science Lab, ensuring the highest
quality and most politically potent dataset for our
analysis.  These  data  were  cross-referenced  with
historical  election  archives,  voter  registration
records, and the occasional exit poll data, providing
a comprehensive overview of the ebbs and flows of
political preferences in Arkansas.

Statistical Analysis:

In line with the holy “gouda” principles of statistical
rigor, our analysis entailed a robust examination of
correlation coefficients, regression analyses, and the
occasional  foray into Bayesian statistics.  We used
the  statistical  software  suite  popular  with
researchers  who  are  dairy  product  enthusiasts,
examining  numerous  models  to  ensure  the
“grate”est  degree  of  precision  in  quantifying  the
association  between  cottage  cheese  consumption
and voting patterns.

Control Variables:

In  order  to  account  for  potential  confounding
variables  that  could  cloud  the  “whey”  to  our
findings,  we  included  demographic  variables,
regional  economic  indicators,  and  electoral
campaign dynamics  in our models.  This  approach
allowed us to distill the essence of the relationship
between  cottage  cheese  and  Democratic  voting
preferences  from  the  “whey-sted”  influences  of
extraneous factors.

Ethical Considerations:

Throughout the data collection and analysis process,
our  research  adhered  to  the  highest  ethical
standards, ensuring the privacy and confidentiality

of  individuals,  and  the  utmost  respect  for  the
principles of scientific integrity. The “feta” official
guidelines  and protocols  were strictly  followed to
ensure the souring of personal data was avoided and
that  our  research  was  conducted  with  the  utmost
respect  for  privacy  and  compliance  with
regulations.

Overall,  the  methodology  employed  in  this  study
has strived to blend academic rigor and a “whey” of
whimsy,  capturing  the  spirit  of  inquiry  while
maintaining the utmost devotion to the principles of
scientific inquiry in the pursuit of understanding the
apparent  connection  between  cottage  cheese  and
Democrat voting preferences in Arkansas.

RESULTS

The examination of the relationship between cottage
cheese  consumption  and  votes  for  the  Democrat
presidential  candidate  in  Arkansas  yielded  some
utterly captivating results. Our analysis from 1990
to  2020  revealed  a  correlation  coefficient  of
0.8216258, indicating a remarkably strong positive
association  between  these  seemingly  unrelated
variables. The r-squared value of 0.6750689 further
highlights the substantial proportion of variance in
the  Democrat  votes  that  can  be  explained by the
consumption of this curdled delicacy.

The statistical  analysis  unveiled  a  p-value  of  less
than  0.05,  signaling  a  significant  relationship
between  cottage  cheese  consumption  and  voting
patterns  in  Arkansas.  In  essence,  the  evidence
suggests that the higher the consumption of cottage
cheese, the greater the propensity for casting a vote
for  the  Democrat  presidential  candidate.  It  seems
that  political  inclinations  may indeed be curdy in
nature.

Furthermore,  in  Figure  1,  the  scatterplot  visually
portrays  the  robust  correlation  between  cottage
cheese  consumption  and  votes  for  the  Democrat
presidential  candidate,  providing  a  compelling
snapshot of this unexpected connection.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

These intriguing findings prompt a reevaluation of
the  phrase  "say  cheese,"  as  it  appears  that  the
political  landscape  in  Arkansas  may  have  a
distinctive dairy flavor. This research sheds light on
the  potential  influence  of  cheese  on  the  voting
booth,  stirring  up  a  blend  of  curiosity  and
amusement. As we digest these results, it becomes
apparent  that  when  it  comes  to  political  choices,
perhaps we should brie more mindful of our dairy
preferences.  This  study  sets  the  stage  for  further
exploration into the intersection of food habits and
electoral tendencies, offering a slice of insight into
the uncharted realm of dairy-driven democracy.

DISCUSSION

The  findings  of  our  investigation  unveil  a  rather
intriguing  connection  between  cottage  cheese
consumption and voting behavior in Arkansas. Our
results  provide  empirical  support  for  the  curious
inquiries  and  subtle  whimsy  that  abound  in  the
existing  literature  on  dairy  products  and  political
predilections.  The  correlation  coefficient  of
0.8216258  aligns  with  the  spirit  of  exploratory
scholarship  embodied  by Smith  et  al.  (2015)  and
their examination of cheese consumption and civic
engagement. While our study focuses on a specific
dairy  product,  the  resounding  correlation  offers  a
curdled affirmation of the potential impact of dairy
choices on political inclinations.

In  light  of  our  results,  it  is  worth  revisiting  the
lighthearted  yet  strangely  relevant  cultural
representations  cited  in  the  literature  review.  The

animated series "Curd Detectives" and the motif of
cottage cheese in "Moo-tropolis: Dairy Dynamics"
may  indeed  serve  as  tongue-in-cheek  yet  eerily
prescient reflections of the underlying relationship
between dairy consumption and political  leanings.
Although  not  empirical  in  nature,  these  cultural
depictions  offer  a  charming  backdrop  to  our
statistically significant findings.

Furthermore, our results hint at a potential extension
of  A.  Dairy's  (2017)  exploration  of  the  historical
significance  of  dairy  products  in  political
movements. While A. Dairy's work delves into the
broader societal symbolism of milk and cheese, our
study  introduces  a  contemporary  twist  by
uncovering a tangible  connection between cottage
cheese consumption  and voting  patterns.  It  seems
that  the longstanding historical  relevance of  dairy
products in governance may very well extend to the
modern-day act of casting a vote.

The  statistical  significance  of  the  relationship
between cottage cheese consumption and votes for
the  Democrat  presidential  candidate  in  Arkansas
offers a compelling infusion of empirical evidence
into the longstanding literary and cultural discourse
surrounding  dairy  products  and  politics.  As  we
reflect on the unexpected resonance of our findings
with  the  whimsical  musings  and  thematic
explorations  presented  in  the  literature  review,  it
becomes  clear  that  the  seemingly  "cheesy"
intersection  of  gastronomy  and  governance  has
more substance than meets the eye.

In  essence,  our  study  illuminates  a  hitherto
unexplored  facet  of  the  dairy-driven  democracy,
highlighting  the  rather  unexpected  influence  of
cottage cheese on electoral tendencies. As we savor
the  unexpected  confluence  of  food  habits  and
political choices, it is evident that the age-old adage
"you are what you eat" may hold a kernel of truth,
or perhaps a curd of truth, in the realm of political
behavior.  These  findings  invite  further  scholarly
inquiry into the intricate interplay between dietary
preferences  and  electoral  allegiances,  effectively
turning  the  phrase  "say  cheese"  into  a  thought-
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provoking invitation to delve into the multifaceted
world of dairy-driven democracy.

CONCLUSION

In  conclusion,  our  study  has  unveiled  a  rather
cheesy yet compelling relationship between cottage
cheese  consumption  and  votes  for  the  Democrat
presidential candidate in Arkansas. The statistically
significant  correlation  coefficient  of  0.8216258
indeed  suggests  a  curiously  strong  positive
association, leaving us feeling rather "gouda" about
this line of inquiry. It appears that in the realm of
electoral decision-making, dairy preferences might
just be a wedge issue.

While some may find it "feta-compli" to take such
an unorthodox approach to understanding political
behavior,  our  results  warrant  further  investigation
into the potential impact of curdled dairy products
on voting  inclinations.  Perhaps we should  ponder
not  just  the issues but also the "wheys" in which
voters arrive at their decisions.

As we wrap up this study, it's evident that the path
to political preferences may indeed be paved with
cheese.  The  findings  of  this  research  open  up  a
"grate" debate on the extent to which dairy products
permeate the political  realm,  offering a  refreshing
perspective on the age-old adage,  "you can't  have
your cheese and eat it too."

With that said, it can be confidently stated that no
more research in this area is needed, as we believe
we have "milked" this topic for all it's worth. This
study not only provides "gouda" food for thought
but  also  serves  as  a  testament  to  the  astute
researcher  who  knows  that  when  it  comes  to
understanding  voter  behavior,  there's  no  harm  in
adding a little "cheddar" to the statistical analysis.
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